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EDITORIAL
We have regretfully found it necessary to adjust
the cost of N.G.I. - and also display advertising
which has been raised in accordance with our
greater circulation figures, but chiefly to offset
hiqher printing costs.
An interesting development is recorded in the
rear cover advertisement by our Member Alan Keef
who is now offering NEW 2ft gauge steam locos,
and at very competative prices too - it had to
happen
!

EBRO COMPANIA de AZUCARES Y ALCOHOLES
S.A. AZUCARERA de MADRID, LA POVEDA
(600mm gauge) No. 103 Arn Jung 606 of 1902) at
Povede Works 9/67, Rebuilt from 0-6-0T. (Ron Cox)
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OUR FRONT COVER : BRITISH RAIL NARROW GAUGE : The Rheidol Valley in Cardiganshire,
May 1971. 1ft 11 Yiin gauge 2·6·2T No.9 PRINCE OF WALES (Davies & Metcalfe of 1902) approaching
Aberffrwd with an afternoon train for Devils Bridge.
(Ron Cox)
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THE SMALL COMPANIES
(SITTINGBOURNE & KEMSLEY
LIGHT RAILWAY L TDJ

A SERIES DEVOTED TO THE
'PRESERVATION MOVEMENT'

1969 - 1973

THE SITTINGBOURNE & KEMSLEY LIGHT RAILWAY.

Gauge :
Situated :

2ft Gins

Sittingbourne, Kent.

TRIUMPH (Bagnall 2511) 0-6-2T pauses at Burleys Crossing on the final day of the 1971 operating season 24th October.
(Pete Nicholson)

The Sittingbourne and Kemsley Light Railway
is the remaining portion of the industrial railway
operated (latterly) by the Bowaters UK Paper Co.
Ltd., to convey materials and workmen between
their paper mills at Sittingbourne and at Kemsley,
and the dock at R idham on the banks of the River
Swale.

national papermaking complex.
The railway
continued to serve its new owners well and several
additions to the motive power stud were made,
most notable being a new Bagnall articulated
0-4-4-0T in 1953 named 'Monarch'.
During its working life the Bowater Railway had
owned a total of 14 steam locos, 3 diesels and 1
battery electric locomotive. At the peak of its
operation there were some 400 items of rolling
stock, including five passenger coaches.

The first section of the line, connecting Sittingbourne Mill with Milton Creek, was opened by the
old paper-making firm of Edward Lloyd Ltd. in
1906. Three 0-4-2ST's were purchased from Kerr
Stuart to work the line and two of these, 'Premier'
and 'Leader' are still there. The Railway was
extended to R idham when that dock was opened
during the first World War and further sidings were
added when the Kemsley Mill was opened in 1924.
Further items of rolling stock and more locomotives were purchased to work the additional
traffic.

The future of the Railway seemed to be assured.
However clouds were looming on the horizon !
With a general recession in trade and inflation
beginning to make its mark in the industry, a time
and motion study was commissioned in 1965 to
investigate the whole papermaking process at the
two Mills. One of its recommendations was that
the Company's narrow gauge railway system should
be replaced by road vehicles. Although Bowaters
reluctantly accepted the hard facts, they felt that
part of the system should be retained as a working
museum in recognition of the services rendered.

In 1948 Edward Lloyd Ltd. was taken over by
the Bowater Group to form part of their inter-
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The land on which the track was laid between
Sittingbourne and Kemsley could not be otherwise
utilized or disposed of as pipes conveying steam
and power cables from Kemsley Powerhouse lay
alongside the railway and so this was to be the
section preserved. The Company approached the
"Railway Magazine" who arranged an introduction
with the Association of Railway Preservation
Societies-who in turn approached the Locomotive
Club of Great Britain. After negotiation it was
agreed that they would lease the section offered
for a nominal annual rent. Included in the scheme
were five steam locomotives, one fireless locomotive, five passenger coaches, an assortment of
goods vehicles and many other miscellaneous items
essential to the running of a railway.

pull a heavy train up the gradient at Sittingbourne
and onto the main line. However, during the first
few weekends of operation it could not be said
that trains steamed into Kemsley Down in all
their glory as, due to the non-completion of the
run round, engines were detached from their trains
at the 'limit of shunt' board and were diesel hauled
into the platform. This situation was soon remedied ! Although staff training had been minimal,
the first season immediately gained the Railway a
reputation for professional ism - and at the same
time friendliness.
Over 6,000 passengers were
conveyed during that first season and bearing in
mind the limited facilities available (and lack of
funds) it was considered to have been a fairly
successful one.

Thanks to the generosity of a giant papermaking
firm the 'Sittingbourne and Kemsley Light Railway'
was born, the only example of a preserved narrow
gauge industrial railway in Kent.

During the Winter that followed the Railway
again became the victim of the tireless volunteer
labourers as they continued to build it up and
improve the amenities. The greater part of the
track layout· at Kemsley was completed and the
original layout at Sittingbourne of three through
roads and two sidings was altered to a run-round
loop and three sidings. Sittingbourne engine shed
was dismantled and conveyed in sections to
Kemsley for re-erecting, the locomotives spending
the Winter and following Summer out in the open
at Sittingbourne. This was to place a severe restriction on the amount of mechanical work that
could be done, difficult at the best of times with
the limited machinery available. A start was made
on the construction of a wooden building at
Kemsley to serve as a fully equipped refreshment
room with kitchen and office.

To manage and run the line a 'Light Railway
Section' of the Locomotive Club of Great Britain
was formed to which Members could join on payment of a small additional yearly subscription.
The handing over ceremony took place on Saturday
4th October 1969 at which the Managing Director
of Bowaters handed the deeds to the President of
the L.C.G.B.. No time was lost in forming the
first working party - on the following day,
Sunday 5th October.
During the initial months, work was concentrated at the Kemsley end of the I ine,
headquarters being in the rail weighbridge house.
The work to be done mainly consisted of lifting
track from other remaining parts of the system
and dismantling buildings surplus to requirements
before the scrap merchant moved in. The terminus
at Kemsley, to be known as Kemsley Down,
occupies what was formerly waste ground close to
the Mill on the banks of Milton Creek and during
that first Winter this site was cleared and flattened
by Bowaters who then put down a clinker
foundation.

Easter, and the start of the 1971 season, arrived
all to soon with trains using the Sittingbourne
Terminus virtually as the last track spike was
driven home following the completion of track
alterations. The same three locomotives that were
used the previous season again took their turn in
operating the service; these were the Kerr Stuart
0-4-2ST 'Premier' and the Bagnall 0-6-2T's
'Triumph' and 'Superb'. Facilities offered to the
public were considerably improved than in the
previous year, with refreshments available at both
termini and a sales kiosk at Sittingbourne.
During the Summer a new open coach, constructed
by some of the Members using a Butterley wagon
chassis as a base, was put into service for the
August peak traffic and restoration commenced on
two of the old Bowaters goods wagons; a wooden
8 ton pulp flat built by Bagnall and a four wheeled
dock truck no.4, the only remaining wagon with
the original Bowater coupling.

The months leading up to Easter 1970 were
spent on laying the basic track formation at
Kemsley and repainting the locomotives to be used
in service - and all the passenger rolling stock.
Temporary sleeper platforms were built at both
termini and for· refreshments local Boy Scouts
kindly loaned and erected a tent. Unfortunately
little time was available for other work before the
Railway opened (on Good Friday) for its first
season of operation under the new management.
After the month~ of hard work it was most
heartening for the workers to see a steam engine
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The season was brought to a close in midOctober with a special Open Day which proved to
be extremely popular. Final passenger figures for
the season were approximately 25% up on the
first season and all concerned with its operation
were beginning to feel that the S&KLR was at
last making its mark in the preservation movement.

Although independent of the Locomotive Club of
Great Britain close links still exist between the two
bodies and Members of the Company are only
recruited from the LCGB.
Future proposals include a workshop, museum
and more rolling stock. While looking to this
future, the SKLR will endeavour to retain the
spirit of the past on what is surely one of the most
unusual narrow gauge preserved railways in the
Country.

During the Winter of 1971/72 the main line was
handed over to the Permanent Way Department
to enable them to bring any bad sections up to
standard. The stretch between Burley Crossing and
Kemsley Down had never been relaid and so all
efforts were concentrated in this section throughout some of the coldest months of the year. The
locomotives had been moved to Kemsley before
the onset of Winter and work continued on their
general maintenance, also that of the rolling stock.

TICKETS
An extensive range of tickets and permits have
been issued by the S & K.L.R. The first were
large cards on 4/10/69 to mark the handing over
of the line and it was not until 1972 that a full
range of Edmondson cards became available. This
range comprised of seven different tickets including
a Sittingbourne Platform ticket as well as a
completely blank issue on buff and brown card
which is used for testing the ticket dating press !
Two paper tickets are held for excess fares and
large cards are issued to working Members of the
Company authorising unlimited travel.

Throughout that Winter and continuing into
the Summer (the third season of operation) the
volunteer labour, many of whom had been in at
the beginning of the scheme (what a long time ago
it now seems) continued to build and improve the
S& KL R. New passenger coaches were constructed
and put into service, including two 'standees' for
peak periods; locomotives were taken apart and
worn parts replaced; track improved to give a
more comfortable ride; etc.

The Railway re-opened for the 1973 season on
Sunday 8th April and copies of the timetable are
obtainable from (S.A.E. Please) :Mr. G. Stickler, Lite Hjem, Woodlands Estate,
Blean, Near Canterbury, Kent.

Behind the scenes changes took place at the
beginning of 1972 with the administrative
machinery. A Limited Company was set up to
manage the Railway and the Members of the old
Light Railway Section were transferred into this.

LOCOMOTIVE & ROLLING STOCK LIST (AS AT APRIL 1973)
UNIQUE
ALPHA
TRIUMPH
SUPERB
PREMIER
LEADER
MELIOR
VICTOR
EDWARD LLOYD

(Compiled N.G.R.S. - H.R.O.)

Bagnal I 2216, Built 1923. 2-4-0 Fire less
Bagnall 2472, Built 1932. 0-6-2 Tank
Bagnall 2511, Built 1934. 0-6-2 Tank
Bagnall 2624, Built 1940. 0-6-2 Tank
Kerr Stuart 886, Built 1905. 0-4-2 Saddle Tank "Brazil" class
Kerr Stuart 926, Built 1905. 0-4-2 Saddle Tank "Brazil" class
(Owned by a syndicate of S.K.L.R. Ltd Members.)
Kerr Stuart 4219, Built 1924. 0-4-2 Saddle Tank "Brazil" class
Hunslet 4182, Built 1953. 4-wheel Diesel
Ruston & Hornsby 435403, Built 1960. 0-4-0 Diesel Hydraulic.
LHU class. (Acquired from Pleasurerail Ltd, Whipsnade & Umfolozi
Railway 12/10/72. Owned by S.K.L.R. Ltd.)

All locos are owned by Bowaters' U.K. Paper Co. Ltd except where otherwise stated.
Rolling stock consists of 8 passenger coaches, 33 bogie pulp trucks, 2 clay hoppers, 4 tippers, 2
rubbish boxes, 1 high capacity bogie, 9 flat bogies and 2 coal boxes. Also a 1ft 6ins gauge gunpowder
van ex M.o.D. Woolwich Arsenal preserved by the Greenwich & District Narrow Gauge Society.
(N .G.N. Refs : 61/9, 62/11, 64/9, 65/11, 80/9 & 80/11)
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PREMIER (Kerr Stuart 886) a 'Brazil' class 04-2ST waits in the siding at Kemsley Down Station for
the arrival of another train before departing for Sittingbourne on the single track line, 24/10/11.
(Pete Nicholson)
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BRITISH NARROW GAUGE
LOCOMOTIVE REGISTER

(COMPILED BY THE SOCIETY HON.
RECORDS OFFICER - Pete Nicholson)

PART 7. ANDREW BARCLAY SONS & CO. LTD.
CALEDONIA WORKS, KILMARNOCK, AYRSHIRE, SCOTLAND.
No.1995: ('E' class) Named
CALEDONIA after its place of
birth; it is well kept in Caledonian
Railway dark blue livery. It was
acquired for preservation from
Dinorwic Slate Quarries, Caerns
where it was the only steam loco
which was never graced with a
name. It now sees regular
employment at Ho/lycombe
Woodland Gardens working on
the 'Quarry Railway' which runs
for most of its length through a
larch plantation terminating at
an old sand quarry where depicted
4/12 having detached from its
train. (NGl.59/1, NGN82/7)
(Pete Nicholson)

the number series being continued from 637 for
the combine.
Locos under construction at the
time of the merger, including Nos 311 and 312,
were given a second works number in the new
series. However, Andrew Barclay's original number
series was not to be forgotten and was later revived
for internal combustion locos. The organisation
became a Limited Company in 1892.

Perhaps one of the best known builders of
narrow gauge and industrial locomotives, but only
18 examples are extant in Britain today - and seven
of these being built in the 1970's ! The Company
was founded in 1840 when Andrew Barclay entered into partnership with Thomas McCullock a
small engineering business in Kilmarnock. Two
years later Andrew Barclay set up his own business
in adjoining premises and trading as Barclay & Co.,
River Bank Works. Land was acquired from the
Duke of Portland in 1847 upon which the present
erecting shops stand;
these premises now
occupy both sides of West Longlaid Road. 1847
saw the start of construction of colliery winding
engines, (which are still produced today), beam
engines etc.

The first fireless loco built was a N.G. 0-4-0
in c1910 and is a type which the company
pioneered - and for which they became World
famous - producing them in large numbers.
Another relatively new sphere was entered in 1916
with the introduction of 2ft gauge petrol locomotives.
The first was for Ironside & Co. of
London this being allocated the number 311.
No.321, built in 1936 was the first diesel and was
fol lowed three years later by the first N .G.
example, which was built for an overseas customer.

Works No.1, an 0-4-0 saddle tank was built in
1858 but it is believed that it was not until 1872
that the first N.G. loco was built, this being No.120
a 3ft 6in gauge 0-4-0 saddle tank for New Zealand.
The first N.G. loco built for a British customer
was No.146 a 2ft 8'/2in gauge loco for Wm. Fraser,
Lethans Colliery, Dunfermline.

Experiments with electric transmission for
diesel locos were undertaken in 1945 in conjunction with Crompton Parkinson while diesel
hydraulic locos first appeared in 1957/58. The last
steam loco, No.2377 was narrow gauge and left
Caledonia Works in 1962 again going overseas.
Then - at last - the first N .G. diesel locos for a
British customer appeared; these being built in
1970 and 1971, to the order of 1.C.1. Ltd for their
Ardeer Factory - only a few miles 'down the road'
from Barclay's Works.

Barclay & Co. appear to have entered the loco
building business in the period 1874-76. The two
companies came together in 1889 when a merger
took place - the title Andrew Barclay Sons & Co.
being perpetuated.
The latter company had
reached 312 with their works numbers and the
combined output was therefore taken into account;
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A very wide range of N .G. locos has been built
over the years including fireless locos with drive
on one pair of wheels only such as 0-2-2 and
0-2-4's articulated Meyers as well as many large
tanks :- 4-8-0, 2-8-4, 0-8-0 etc. Distinction of
classes appears to be a fairly recent innovation and
each letter indicates the basic type only. Locos
have been built to fit the requirements of the
customer .and so, for example, class 'A' refers to
N.G. 0:4-0 side tanks, 'D' 0-4-0 wing tanks, 'L'
0-6-0 side tanks (in general). Class 'E' (0-4-0 well
tanks) and 'F' (0-6-0 well tanks) however were
built for stock and were therefore the most
numerous types built :- 61 'E' class and 34 'F'
class. All the surviving steam locos are in potential
working order although at present it is only the
four 'E's' which see regular operation.

Many other firms in Kilmarnock have produced
locomotives in the past but all have faded into
obscurity. Andrew Barclay has survived to the
present day and has also taken over the loco
building interests of other manufacturers. In 1962
North British Locomotive Co. Ltd of Glasgow
ceased loco production and Barclay took over all
the designs, patterns and goodwill. In 1968 the
loco building activities of John Fowler & Co.
(Leeds) Ltd, Yorkshire were also absorbed. The
position was reversed on 21 /8/72 however when
Barclay became part of Hunslet Holdings Ltd.
Barclay continue to trade under their own name,
building locos to their own design as well as undertaking work for the Hunslet Engine Co. Ltd.
Recent production has included a batch of Metre
gauge 0-6-0 diesel hydraulics for the East African
Railways.

Type
Length (overall)
Width
Height
Weight (working
order)
Driving wheels
Wheelbase
Cylinders
Engine
Tractive Effort
at 85% W.P.

·o·

'A'

Class

I

'Mod. E'

'L'

27 H.P.

0-6-0T
15ft
6ft
9ft

4wDiesel
9ft2Y>in
4ft3'hin
6ft5Y>in

0-4-0T
12ft1 Oin
5ft4'hin
8ft1 in

0-4-0T*
13ft1 in
4ft8'hin
5ft9%in

0-4-0WT
15ft2in
5ft O'hin
8ft8%in

0-4-0WT
18ft5%in
6ft6Y.in
8ft10in

7'hT
1ft8in
3ft6in
6'hx12in

6'hT
2ft
3ft
7x 10in

6%T
1ft1 Oin
3ft11Y.in
6%x10%in

10%T
2ft
4ft4in
8'hx12in

-

I

'E'

2590lbs

-

I

2430lbs

-

271 Olbs

i

-

-

8'hT
2ft2'hin
6ft4in
7x14in

1ft4in

3cyl.
Perkins

45731bs

I

P3.152

-

*Wing tanks

No.557: (27 HP. class}
'Ex Works' - one of the
seven diesel tacos supplied
to Nobel's Explosives Co.
Ltd (I.C.I. Ltd.Nobel
Division until 9/12) in
1970-71. These have been
the only N.G. diesel locos
built for a customer in
Britain by Barclay.
Buffers/couplers were
fitted by I.C.I. which ·
explains their absence in
this pre-delivery photo.
Livery is bright yellow
body-work with black
frames. (NGN73/15}
(Courtesy, Andrew
Barclay Sons & Co. Ltd}
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No.

YEAR

CLASS

GAUGE

OWNER, LOCATION & RUNNING IDENTITY (APRIL 1973)

840

1899

'A'

3ft

984
988

1903
1903

'D'
'D'

2ft6in
2ft

1431
1578

1918
1918

'E'
'L'

2ft3in
2ft

1641

1919

'L'

2ft

1871
1995

1925
1931

'D'
'E'

2ft
2ft

2207

1946

'D'

2ft6in

2264

1949

'Mod.E'

3ft

2265

1949

'Mod.E'

3ft

Scottish Railway Preservation Soc. Grahamston Goods Depot,
Falkirk, Stirlingshire.
R. P. Morris, 193 Main Road, Longfield, Kent. (984]
J. H. Farr, Claremount Cottage, Clermiston Mains.
[5]
Edinburgh, Midlothian
Talyllyn Railway Co., Tywyn, Merion.
[No.6 DOUGLAS]
N. Melhuish c/o K. Wolstenholme, Chesterton, Warks.
[GERTRUDE]
Leighton Buzzard N.G.R.S., Leighton Buzzard, Beds.
[THE DOLL]
Dr. R. P. Jack, The Station, Eddleston, Peebles.
J. M. Baldock, Hollycombe Woodland Garden, Nr. Liphook.
Sussex.
[No.1 CA LEDON IA]
R. T. Russell c/o Welshpool & Llanfair Light Railway,
Llanfair Caereinion, Mont.
Irish Steam Preservation Society Ltd, Stradbally, Co. Laois.
[No.2]
Shane's Castle Railway, Antrim.
[No.3 SHANE]

554
555
556
557
560
561
562

1970
1970
1970
1970
197·1
1971
1971

27HP
27HP
27HP
27HP
27HP
27HP
27HP

2ft6in
2ft6in
2ft6in
2ft6in
2ft6in
2ft6in
2ft6in

Nobel's
Nobel's
Nobel's
Nobel's
Nobel's
Nobel's
Nobel's

Explosives
Explosives
Explosives
Explosives
Explosives
Explosives
Explosives

Co.
Co,
Co,
Co.
Co.
Co.
Co.

Ltd.,
ltd.,
ltd.,
ltd.,
ltd.,
Ltd.,
Ltd.,

Ardeer
Ardeer
Ardeer
Ardeer
Ardeer
Ardeer
Ardeer

Factory,
Factory,
Factory,
Factory,
Factory,
Factory,
Factory,

Ayr,
Ayr,
Ayr,
Ayr,
Ayr,
Ayr,
Ayr,

(21 J
[22]
(23]
(24]
[26]
(27]
(25]

NOTES
1431 Regauged from 1ft11 Y.in in 1953
1578 At present location for overhaul - on loan to Welsh Highland Light Railway (1964) Ltd.
1995 Regauged to 1ft10%in in 1948, regauged back to 2ft c1968
2263 'Modified E' class; was purchased by the Talyllyn Railway Company in 1969 as a source of parts for a new
locomotive, construction of which was started by the Company at Pendre Works, Tywyn in 1972. This loco
will be No.7 IRISH PETE and will incorporate the boiler, wheels, motion and cylinders of Barclay 2263 the
frame of which has been cut-up.
FURTHER REFERENCES:

REMINDER

Calshot R.A.F. Railway (Oakwood Press) - ('E' class)
Model Railway News, Feb. 1967 - ('E' class)
N.G. Railways in Mid-Wales (Oakwood Press) -('E' class)
Railway Forum, Autumn 1964 (A.R.P.S.) - ('A' class)
The Welshpool & Llanfair Light Railway (David & Charles) - ('D' class)

Members are invited to submit material-photos (not necessarily recent but good quality black &
white) and/or technical data of locos for inclusion in future parts. Additional and corrective
information on published items is also welcomed. The records are being compiled for All builders
simultaneously - (it is proposed to ultimately publish the cumulative parts in one book suitably
brought up to date with information subsequently received and illustrated with further photos and
drawings).

No.2207: ('D' class) Built in 1946 it was supplied
to Glasgow Corporation Gas department, Provan
Works where it joined locos built to an almost
identical design 33 years earlier. These locos
worked right into the retort houses hence its very
squat appearance - which is also the reason for
its yet to be applied name, DOUGAL, after the
'doggy' cartoon character! Prior to its transfer
to the Welsh pool & Llanfair Lt. Rly (where it has
been given a maroon livery) it was preserved at
Farnborough, Han ts by the Railway Enthusiasts'
Club. (Fitted with extended water tanks for
W & L'use)
(Rich Leithead) (NGN. 63/6)

N.G.I. 65
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No.840: ('A 'class) Originally
owned by Morrison & Mason,
contractors who used it in
Shropshire and Wales it was later
sold to the British Aluminium
Company for their Foyers Works,
Inverness-shire (NGl.61/16) where
it remained until acquired for
preservation. The often quoted
name "Fair Maid of Foyers" has
in fact never been carried by
this loco. Since its arrival at
Falkirk in 6/67 it has been kept
on a standard gauge Great North
of Scotland Railway flat wagon.
(Courtesy, Scottish R.P.S.)

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS TO: Andrew Barclay Sons & Co. Ltd., J. Burnie/Scottish R.P.S., R.C. Flewitt/
Irish Steam Preservation Society t.td., J. C. Knowles/Leighton Buzzard N .G .R .S., R. P. Morris and
R. M. Shill. Special thanks are due to R. M. Shill for providing the historical information on the Company.
COPYRIGHT:- N.G.E.
NEXT ISSUE (AUTUMN 1973) PART 8, JOHN FOWLER & CO. (LEEDS) LTD.
All contributions relating to this builder to the H.R.O. as soon as possible please, (remembering that the
series is restricted to existing locos in the British Isles.)

EX WORKS •••
EX WORKS .... 1935

W. G. BAGNALL LTD, No.2516

2ft GAUGE

from
ALLAN
BAKER
Ordered 1/6/1934, delivered 22/1/1935. Deutz/Bagna/1 design; only one of type built by
Bagnalls. 'Mining locomotive' fitted with Deutz 45 h.p. @ 1000.r.p.m. 4 cyl vertical airless
injection 4 stroke diese1 engine type F.M. V. 117; drive via a 4 speed gearbox and jackshaft.
Weight in working order 8.5 tons. Loco is an 0-4-0 with 3ft. 3.3/8" wheelbase, delivered
to the Coltness Iron Co, Scotland.

9
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WAGONRY
CREMER WHITING & CO. L TO,
Ospringe Brickworks Oare, Faversham,
Kent, 28/11/64 .... diminutive 2ft gauge
'scoop-type' end-tip wagon loaded with
clay for brickmaking.
(Jim Crow)

THYSSENS (GREAT BRITAIN) L TO,
Tarn Moor Tunnel Contract, Helton
Dale Site, Westmorland, 13/7/68 ..
2ft
gauge
'Tunnel-car' built
by
AKTIEBOLAGET
HAGGLUND
&
SON ER of Sweden. This enormous bogie
wagon empties its contents automatically
by means of a built in conveyor belt. (air
operated). In this picture, Greenwood
& Batley 2862 (a 7 ton 4-wheeled Battery
Electric) stands on a parallel track, having
just hauled the loaded 'Tunnel-car' out
of the nearby hillside
(Pete Nicholson)

N.G.I. 65
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Research Department

Decauville
at the
Paris Exhibition

-1889

JOHN
TOWNSEND
out in separate pavilions close to the River Seine.
"Distances are very formidable and the most indefatigable visitor may be excused for dreading the
long walk necessary for taking . him from one
centre of attraction to the other." It was decided
therefore early in the planning of the Exhibition
that a railway should be constructed both to
convey visitors around the displays and also as an
exhibit in itself. Originally a circular route had
been proposed which would have taken in the
Av.de la Motte-Picquet and Place des I nvalides,
then turning down ·the Rue Constantine towards
the Foreign Office. It was decided, however, that
this would prove too costly to construct, would
interfere with public traffic and would be of comparatively little 'service to visitors so this was
curtailed to make an eventual route of about two
miles in length.

The word 'Decauville' is used so often in
connection with very light industrial railways that
it is easy to forget that this was the name of the
firm who originally made this type of equipment
popular. I was most interested therefore to obtain
on loan from the late Major E. W. Taylerson, a
brochure published by Alexander Von Glehn & Co ..
of London containing a 'Short Account of the
Decauville Patent Portable Narrow Gauge Railway'.
From letters accompanying this it would appear
that the brochure was pub I ished at least by 1896.
Alexander Von Glehn & Co. was obviously an
agent for a number of continental manufacturing
firms for its brochure also contains details of jacks
constructed by Societe Alsacienne, of bicycle
spokes, electrical appliances, horse clippers and
manure forks by Peugeot Brothers and of heavy
plant by Brinck & Hubner of Mannheim but it
would seem that its principle function was as
agents for Decauville. By this date the products
of Ateliers Decauville Aine were known and used
throughout the World and this is largely due to
their successful and wide use at the great Paris
Exhibition of 1889 although the previous exhibition of 1878 had set the firm on its feet by
awarding M. Decauville four gold and silver medals
for his development of light agricultural railways.

Reference to the map will show the route.
Starting from the terminal station, known as the
Gare de la Concorde, the railway traversed the
width of the Esplanade des I nval ides and passed on
to the Ouai d'Orsay at the back of the Agricultural
Galleries and between an avenue of trees. The
Agricultural Gallery Station at the Malar Crossroads was reached after crossing the Avenue de la
Tour-Maubourg on the level. The gradient then
fell to enable the line to pass through a tunnel
under the junction of the Rapp and. Bosquet·
Avenues and then rose to the third station opposite
the Food Products building. The Avenue de la
Bourdormais was crossed on the level and then the
line fell into a cutting in the Champ de Mars in
front of the Eiffel Tower. Just beyond the tower
the fourth station was reached and then the line
turned round onto the Avenue Suffren which it
followed as far as the terminal station near the
Avenue de la Motte Picquet.

The expansion of the works at Petit-Bourg
from a manufactury of beetroot distilleries to that
of comprehensive railway systems is a separate
story and we are concerned here chiefly with its
activities at the Paris Exhibition.
The Exhibition, open from 6th May to 31st
October and somewhat along the lines of our own
Great Exhibition of 1851, was of all types of
exhibits ranging through machinery and agriculture
to the War Department and was extensively laid
11
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Details of the
follows:

line

may

be

summarised as

The 75 h.p. Mallet articulated locomotive was
the standard engine being built by the firm at this
time. On a straight level track it was capable of
hauling 280 tons and this fell to 17 tons by a 1 in
13 gradient. The first Decauville-built Mallet had
been exhibited the previous year at the Concours
Regional de Laon where a 600mm line had first
been demonstrated in France.

Gauge: 600mm.
Steepest gradient : 1 in 40 for 300 feet.
Minimum curve : radius 131 feet (on sidings

reduced to 65ft 7ins).
Maximum speed: 10m.p.h. (reduced to 2m.p.h.

on level crossings).
Maximum train length : 165 feet.
Fare: 25 centimes for any distance.
Frequency of service : every 10 minutes from

Coaches The bulk of the passenger carrying stock

consisted of 281/2 feet long bogie open toastracks
with awning roofs. In an endeavour to keep the
unladen weight to a minimum (the coaches were
designed for 48 sitting and 8 standing passengers)
an interesting method had been adopted of constructing the longitudinal underframes of iron
lattice girders. No weight details are available of
these vehicles but by this method of construction
they should have been comparatively light (albeit
at the expense of the nerves of the painter who
had to cope with the intricacies of the lattice
work !).

09.00 hrs to closing time.
The steel rail was of 191bs./yd. rivetted to
dished steel sleepers spaced about two feet apart.
Complete sections of track were rivetted together
into lengths of about 161/2 feet at the Petit-Bourg
Works and needed only to be fishplated together
at the Exhibition site and then laid well embedded
in ballast. It is of course chiefly this system of
track construction that has made the name
Decauville synonymous with light industrial railways. This permanent way was designed to carry
a working load of 3 tons per axle.

Track

There was in addition a special saloon carriage
for the use of the President of the Republic. This
rather handsome I ittle four wheel coach was fitted
with a brake on one end platform and had
longitudinal seats.

Rolling Stock It was considered that fifteen locomotives and one hundred carriages would be
sufficient to run the 180 trains per day and in
addition a number of wagons were specially constructed to assist in the erection of the Exhibition.

Many of the various classes of standard
Decauville wagons were also exhibited including
48-ton trucks (complete with gun). This was
composed of four standard trucksgroupedtogether
to form two 16-wheel trucks. Each pair of trucks
was coupled together by connecting frames, the
ends of which passed through the central pins of
the trucks. These connecting frames were in their
turn braced together and on the centre of each was
mounted the carrying platform. A similar 36-ton
wagon mounted on four 6-wheeled trucks was also
shown and had proved itself to be particularly
useful in the construction of the Exhibition.
Wagons

Locomotives Prior to the Exhibition about 70
locomotives had been built by Decauville, the first
being constructed in 1877. For the Exhibition ten
(one source says seven) compound locomotives on
the Mallet system were built and the names given
to these referred to various applications of the
Decauville system of railways. For example the
TURKESTAN referred to 60 miles of line constructed in 1882 for temporary purposes in
building the Transcaspian Railway, the AFGANISTAN commemorated the building of a line in
which the track, rolling stock and locomotives all
had to be transported by elephants, the
MASSOUAH was namedafter a large order given
the Italian Government during the Abyssinian
campaign, the AUSTRALIA as a compliment to
the Australian sugar making companies, and the
MADAGASCAR and HANOI refer to lines laid
down by the French Government. In addition five
other locomotives were to have been used consisting of 12 ton 0-4-4-0 Fairlie type engines and
standard 6 ton models. So far I have not been able
to find any record that these locomotives were
used at the Exhibition but I hope that it may be
possible later to locate drawings of the Decauville
Fairlie type.

N.G.I. 65

All the conditions for working the trains had
obviously been planned ahead in very great detail
and were minutely laid down in the Decauville
contract. Among other things this stipulated that
every train must be fitted with a quick-action
brake. No details of vacuum or air brakes were
shown on any rolling stock drawings so it must be
assumed that the screw brake on the locomotives
was taken to be sufficient although further information on this point would be of interest. The
railway was constructed under the superintendence
of Mr. M. J. Charton, assistant engineer of buildings at the Exhibition, who was also in charge of all
the temporary railways connected with the
Exhibition. The general management of the line
was directed by Mr. M. G. Berges, Director General
of the Exhibition.
12

TOP : An engraving from the van
Glehn brochure purporting to show a
train at the Exhibition. If it is, there
has been a large amount of artistic
licence as it shows a single track
(of which there was none on the
main line at the Exhibition) and a
type of passenger coach which does
not seem to have been in use there.
In addition the locomotive LILLIPUT
would seem to be of the smaller 3 or
5 ton type which are not recorded
as having run at Paris. Nevertheless
it is an interesting picture; it probably
represents a view at the Lille
Agricultural Exhibition of 1879 in
which case it would be the second
locomotive built by Decauville.
BOTTOM : Another 0-4-0Tank, this
one fitted with an awning (and also
from the van Glehn brochure.)

any position of the gib.

Use of the railways during the construction of
the Exhibition and t-he arrangement of the exhibits
has already been mentioned and portable lines
were laid throughout the grounds. Besides the
trucks for heavy loads a travelling crane mounted
on a 6-wheel truck and fitted with a screw brake
was found to be particularly useful. The gib was
mounted on a revolving platform of the truck deck
and an interesting method of suspension was used
to equalise the pressure on the wheels for almost

Besides the railway itself Decauville had a
display in the Agricultural Galleries where
specimens of wagons used in forest industries,
beetroot and sugar plantations were shown. Near
the Eiffel Tower Station was a collection ot military
wagons, including the gun-carrying track, and there
was also rolling stock for mines and earthworks,
together with passenger carriages of various sorts.

13
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Contemporary accounts evidence the success of
the railway at the Exhibition. Within a few days
of opening it was noted that despite relatively
poor initial attendances "the Decauville Railway
is very largely patronised and it is certain that
this enterprising constructor and concessionaire
will reap a rich harvest from his contract with the
exhibition authorities." During this period 40,000
passengers per day were carried.

confidently anticipated that the gross revenue of
the line during the six months of the Exhibition
would exceed £70,000 since it was not felt likely
that traffic would fall off.
This would have
required a total number of passengers over the
six months of 7 million.
In the event over
6 million people were carried and on the above
figures the railway should have realised a profit
of about £30,000 evidencing its very great success.

A month later the expense of running the line
could be assessed. This was costing a total of
£120 per day of which £40 was for wages, fuel,
oil and stores, £40 for the depreciation of permanent way and rolling stock and interest on
capital, and £40 was put aside to cover the expenses
later on of closing up the tunnels and restoring
road surfaces.
In addition the French Administration charged a tax . for every thousand
passengers carried.

As a postscript it might be of interest to note
that another railway, about 200 yards long, was
also laid during the Exhibition on the Esplanade
des lnvalides.
This was an hydraulic railway
designed by Girard, the invention of the system
apparently dating back to 1854. Carriages without
wheels were supported on metal blocks in turn

supported on a film of water forced through
nozzles in the blocks. A pipe was laid in the
centre of the track and fitted with valves which
were opened as the carriages passed over forcing
water against the blocks and propelling the coach
along. The system seems hardly credible although
contemporary accounts were cautiously enthusiastic. It was "asserted that speeds up to 125 m.p.h.
can be obtained" . . . . . . . . ..

On some days nearly 400,000 were entering
the Exhibition and the railway conveyed its
millionth passenger within six weeks and earned
during this period a gross revenue of £10,000 or
approximately £240 per day. On this basis it was

------------RETROSPECT

RYE & CAMBER TRAMWAYS CO. LTD, RYE, SUSSEX
(1895-1946)
GAUGE : 3ft.

The scene at Camber Sands, one afternoon
in October 1936:
Loco :- 4 wheel petrol by Kent Construction of 1925 - Scrapped
October 1946.

N.G.I. 65

Coach
Bogie 1st/2nd composite by
Bagnall of 1895.
Survived as 'thicken
house' at E. Guldeford (Nr. Rye) until
remains rescued by Brockham Museum.
(NGl.64/2)
(Ken Miller)
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THE NARROW LINES OF INDUSTRY

1- Rolling Out the Peat

IAIN RICHARDSON
(Director, RICHARDSON'S MOSS LITTER CO.LTD.)

31/1/12: Motor Rail 21619 of 1957 feeding
slatted wooden peat wagons into the Rotary
Tippler of R.M.L. Ltd at the Solway Moss
Works, Nr. Gretna on the English/Scottish
border.
(Pete Nicholson)

Two horizontal pieces of 4" channel are arranged

RICHARDSON'S MOSS LITTER COMPANY
LIMITED is a peat producing firm who work peat
deposits in Cumberland and Mid-Scotland. Peat is
cut on the moss, dried and stored there, and
brought to the factory for processing when required. Light railways are used for this operation,
as surface conditions would not lend themselves to
other means; the peat blocks being loaded into
and out of wooden cage bogies by hand.

to clear the 'wings' of the chassis in the normal
position but as soon as the drum tilts the weight
of the steel chassis is held between wheels and track
on one side, and 'wing' and channel on the other.
The problem with tippling bogies is that the
contents drop under the track, which was not
convenient for our purposes (owing to lack of
height), and we therefore decided to ROLL the
drum complete with load to one side, so that the
contents would drop completely clear of the track.

In 1969 R.M.L. modernised their Solway Moss
Factory at Gretna, near Carlisle, and built a
mechanical bogie emptier (which at that time was
believed to be unique until a photograph was seen
of a similar manual system used for filling stone
trucks on the Ravenglass and Eskdale Railway ! )

The tippling action is provided by an electric
winch pulling a rope which is anchored to the drum,
The drum is pulled up a slight incline, which
returns the drum when the winch unwinds. Pegs
on the drum engage in holes on the incline and
ensure alignment of the track.
Limit switches
control the travel of the drum, the operator
pressing the 'Raise' or 'Lower' button as required.

The system is built around a quantity of 2ft 6in
gauge autoclave flat trucks obtained from a disposal
sale at a lime sand brick plant. These trucks are
3' 4" long and 5' 6" wide on top of which two
5" channels are welded, with 'D' ends which
provide both drawbar and buffer. A wooden cage
6' long, 3' 9" high and 5' wide is mounted on top
of the 5" channel giving a height from rail head of
5' 6" overall. Approximately 18 bogies have been
produced to this arrangement; being handled in
3 rakes of 4 or 5 bogies. More bogies will be converted when required, to give 5 rakes of 5 bogies
which will allow for filling at two different points.

The bogies hold approximately 110 cu.ft. of
peat blocks which can be emptied in a cycle time
of about 1% minutes by one man, who has to push
the bogies through the drum and sprag the empties
on the return incline.
Continued overleaf

.

The tippler consists of the usual skeleton drum
8' 4" diameter by 7' 6" long, with internal struts
to support the wooden cage as the drum is rotated.

15
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Wagon in and contents out! A delightfully
primitive but very effective method of unloading peat by R.M.L. Ltd. The peat blocks
are subsequently scooped up by a mechanical
shovel and conveyed elsewhere for loading
into road transport.
(Pete Nicholson)

The factory used to rely on horse haulage, but
started using Locos in 1949.
The workshops service locos for the other
mosses, and 2ft gauge locos can also occasionally
be seen undergoing maintenance here.

The Company hopes that the above notes will
be of interest and will be pleased to answer any
queries. . . . . . . . . . .
(N GN 7 4/14)

2. -IN MEMORIAM·
Sheffield Sewage Works
by Pete Briddon

Motor Rail 'Simplex' 9584 (1951) at Woodhouse Mill Sewage Works, Sheffield, Yorks, April 1972.
(Pete Briddon) ·.

N.G.I. 65
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removed. Grass was now growing through the
track, surrounding the rusty rails .....

Not the most glamorous of places, sewage
works. But any true gricer knows that he will get
a good welcome from most - as a rule they get so
few visitors ! In Sheffield a fleet of Motor Rail
and Hibberd locos owned by the Water and Sewage
departments had dwindled to two, - at Woodhouse
Mill and Coiseley Hill Sewage Works. Nice places
really, neat brick built loco sheds, and darn good
track at Woodhouse. But the writinq was on the
wall, and in April 1973, the systems were sold
and removed.

At Coiseley Hill the foreman knew me from
past visits. Motor Rail 21621 was started up,
rather sluggishly, and for ten or fifteen minutes I
drove up and down the track. The system had
been little used for some time, and most of the
track was impassable. 21621, mud splattered and
grimy, handled well, - and sounded excellent !
Much of the track was buried, and some was on a
frightening grade down the hillside, but none of
this would be used any more .....

I made a last pilgrimage. At Woodhouse I
backed Motor Rail 9584 out into the sunlight,
its clean paintwork shining in the sunlight.
"W .Mill Express" was painted on its off side, neat
and clean, it was almost in ex-works condition,
save the ends where the ballast weights had been

Standard gauge I ines get the last train
ceremonies from their 'fans' - I felt it my duty to
pay my respects to Sheffield Sewage.
[N.G.N.77/12]

Rail mounted crane, hopper filler and section of the 2ft gauge system at Woodhouse Mill, April 1972.
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(Pete Briddon)
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IN THE
Orenstein & Koppel 10808 of 1924 0-6-0WT PEDEMOURA eating
wood at Pedorido, Northern Portugal in May 1968. This machine
was imported to Britain in August 1972 and is currently stored
at Knebworth, Herts (NGN79/9)
(Alan Bowler)

Rheilffordd L/yn Tegid - Bala Lake Railway, Merioneth (NGN82/8) took delivery of its third bogie
coach on 20/4/73 ready for use at Easter although requiring a few 'finishing touches' - such as the
fitting of glass in some of the windows ! This' is the first fully enclosed coach on the line and has
sliding doors, on one side only. It has been built by an engineering firm in Wrexham to the design of
the Rh.LI. T, and is in a G.W_R. style brown and cream livery.
(Pete Nicholson)

N.G.I. 65
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NEWS

Llanberis '13. Standing outside the old Padarn Railway 'Fire Oueen'
shed is 600mm gauge Arn. Jung 1261 of 1908 imported from East
Germany by Member Tony Hills (NGl.62/6). Formerly Deutsche
Reichsbahn No.99.3553 it is an 0-6-2 well tank and tender loco,
the latter currently on loan to the nearby Llanberis Lake Railway.
The 'Rocket' type chimney was obtained by passing under a low
bridge en route to Llanberis !
(Pete Nicholson)

T

Member Michael Jacob joined the ranks of 'loco-owner' on 10th
March 1973 when he took delivery of Ruston 211647 - a 16/20HP
4-whlltll diesel of 1941. Seen here in the Walmer yard of Bowzell
~ Ltd, contractors and being craned onto road transport for the
journey to Longfield, where it currently resides. Subsequent maintenance effected by Alan Keef had this machine back in working
order by 18th April.
(Michael Jacob)

The boiler inspector visited the TAL YLL YN RAILWAY on 21/4/73 which resulted in the unusual
spectacle of all five steam locos in steam together at Wharf Station. With TAL YLL YN at the head of
the 'train' they were posed in T.R. numerical order: No's 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6.
(Pete Nicholson)
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AUSTRALIA:

20

Easter 1964 and an enthusiasts special traverses the little-used Ouorn to Hawker branch
of the Central Australian Railway. Commonwealth Railways 'NM' Class 4-8-0, No.34,
lays down a heavy pall of smoke over it's four-wheeled water gin and train of South
Australian Coaches.
( W.A. Pearce)
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International
YUGOSLAV ADVENTURE

PORTUGAL : Northbound local train
(Metre gauge) from Porto entering
Senhora da Hora with Mallet 0-4-4-0T
No.E.166, 29/5/70.
(J. I. C. Boyd)

[PARTTWO]

JUGOSLOVENSKIH ZELEZNICA (YUGOSLAV STATE RAILWAYS).
The 2ft 6in gauge line from Titovo Uzice to Visegrad and Sarajevo
by C. M. WHITEHOUSE.
open country. We stopped several times at very
out of the way places, one of them was obviously
a construction site for the new standard gauge
railway; the tunqels, embankments and bridges
were slowly taking shape and there were a vast
amount of earthworks, - the line must be costing
a fortune to build.
We continued on our way, and after about one
and a half hours travelling the train stopped at a
little place called Bioska for the engine to take
water, and from here onwards we were allowed to
take our photographs.
We needed no second
invitation ! It was still fairly dull but the weather
did improve as the day went on. We were asked if
we would like a ride on the engine. We leapt up
into the air in delight - this was really fabulous!
We got on, two of us at a time, the other two in
the train - Natasa didn't want a ride on a dirty
engine - she was busy reading a selection of the
English books we had brought with us !

Next morning we were woken up at 05.30.
Breakfast half conscious and tea with no milk,
sugar or lemon soon woke us up to savour the
thought of a fifty mile ride behind narrow gauge
steam. Loaded with cameras and miles of film
we gladly went down to the station where the
train was waitinq behind 83.034. It was a mixed
train with three coaches, One of the people we
had met the day before came with us and we learnt
that one of the coaches had been put on
exclusively for us, so the locals had to squash up
a little more. The coach had even been cleaned
up for us too. Wooden seats but remarkably
comfortable - they seemed to be shaped to fit !
The loo was quite spectacular too; all metal with
a hole in the floor - and a washbasin, quite
functional and clean.
We left dead on time at 06.30, and it was
absolutely fabulous standing out on the balcony
at the front, next to the engine listening to it
woofle out, even though its donation of smuts was
more than generous. As soon as we left the station
the climb began and the beat of the engine could
be heard more in earnest, although it wasn't straining itself by any means. We approached the first
of the many tunnels on the line and we wisely
returned inside the coach and stayed there as the
tunnels now seemed to come quite frequently.
The scenery was superb, easily surpassing anything
British narrow gauge can offer; the line runs
through the middle of a gorge with white cliffs
on either side and a river in the middle, with the
railway clinging to one side on a stone ledge.
However, as with all good things this didn't last
more than a few miles and we came out into more
N.G.165

We started to climb up steeper now, through
some spiral tunnels to gain height quicker; but
even so this side was not so steep as the way down.
At the summit we took more pictures and the
engine shunted all the passenger coaches off the
train as this was as far as the passengers went,
but it put ours back on and we continued as a
freight train with us riding in grand style at the
front. At the end of the station was the summit
tunnel which is dead straight for one mile, and
dead level too.
We then started the descent
through the spiral tunnels to Visegrad, our
destination, and when we got to a certain spot
where it is possible to see two levels below the
driver stopped the train - in the middle of no-
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where - for us to take some pictures ! Nothing
could be better. Having photographed the train
from every possible angle and succeeded in getting
the train and the two levels below us in one
picture, we climbed back onto the train and set
off downhill again.
We went really quite fast as there was no need
to stop at most of the stations, not having any
passengers and being on a downgrade. Ironically,
the goods trains seem to be faster than the
passenger trains on this line. We stopped once
or twice to take more photographs and for the
crew to fill their water bottles, to pick up train
orders and so on. At the last station before the
Serbian-Bosnian border we were asked not to take
any more photographs as the Bosnians apparently
don't take too kindly to it. We arrived at the first
Bosnian station, and the station master seemed
surprised to see us on the foot plate, understandably ! However, words were exchanged in
Yugoslav and everyone seemed to be happy. The
railway ran alongside the road for a little way
beyond this station, and the people we passed on
it also seemed surprised to see other people on the
engine, especially foreigners.
All too soon we arrived at Visegrad. There
were several engines on the shed, but only a couple
were in steam; an ominous sight was an American
type diesel - it was an exact narrow counterpart
to the standard gauge ones. We gathered on the
station platform and left our cameras with the
station master whilst we walked into the town to
have some lunch. By now the sun was well up into
the sky and it was very hot; so we enjoyed sitting
in the shade of a cafe drinking Spritzers. We sat
within sight of the famous fourteenth century
bridge over the river Drina which used to mark the
border between the old Ottoman empire and
Bosnia.
The train was due to return at 13.30 and we
duly found it in the goods yard. It was really
only a booked freight although 'our' coach was
still on the train, transferred to the front. This
time 83.034 would be unable to make the steep
grade through the spiral tunnels unassisted, so our
train was double headed by another 0-8-2,
83.007 ( ! ) As there were two engines, four of us
could ride simultaneously, which really could not
be better. It was very hot on the engine with
combined heat of the day and the heat from the
firebox so we were quite glad when we set off,
and were able to hang out of the windows. The
climb started immediately, and to lean out and
hear both the engines thrashing away with the
thirteen bogie wagon train was marvellous. We
stopped after about an hour to fill up the water
bottles and the tenders with water and then we
were off again on the really hard slog to the top.

Looking down upon J.Z. 83.034 (0-8-2) as she poses
on a spiral section. The three different levels are of
the same linel
(C. M. Whitehouse)

We pounded up the hill and entered the first
spiral tunnel which must have been % mile long.
The smoke from the lignite coal that both the
engines were using was almost overpowering to
us on the second engine, as we got our lungs
full of both lots of smoke. We hit the first tunnel
unawares of this, and we had to bend double
and breathe only when absolutely necessary,
through handkerchieves, as the smoke became
hotter and denser. At last we shot out of the
tunnel after what seemed like eternity, and we
hung over the side of the engine perspiring. Having
just got our breath back we entered the next spiral
tunnel. We were prepared this time, but the
handkerchieves were still necessary, but at least
amid the hot smoke the echoed bark of the
two engines could be heard if not appreciated until
sitting in the warmth of one's own home afterwards,
looking at the photographs ! The train battled
through tunnel after tunnel, one minute one could
look out and see the line many feet below where
we had come, and the next we were plunged back
into smoky darkness again. We fairly hammered
up the gradient until suddenly we came across a
flat piece of line, we literally flew along this, the
drivers not bothering to shut the regulator ! Too
23
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good to last however, we were thrown into another
suffocating% mile tunnel. This was probably the
worst tunnel of the lot, as it was unexpected and
we had totally recovered from the previous ones.
We had come up the hill without stopping and
soon we were back at the summit station of SarganVitasi. The mile long tunnel just before the station
posed no problems, thank heavens, as it was dead
level.
We stopped at the station and a shunt proceeded
to lose the first wagon off the train. The pilot
engine 83.007 came off, turned round on the
triangle and then disappeared down to the other
end of the station. We had to wait for a little
while to pass a train coming in the other direction,
and this soon arrived behind an 85 2-8-2 - it was
a local passenger which seemed as though it was
going to terminate here. When this had arrived
we still did not leave, and after enquiring we were
told that there was a through passenger train to
Sarajevo due in about ten minutes. Just as we

were told that, we could see the train, behind one
of the American diesels, on the opposite side of
the valley to us; soon it roared into the station
with the usual peasants crammed inside with their
food baskets and drinking bottles. Immediately
that came in we left, the rest of the journey was
now downhill and as we were now quite tired,
having been thrown about on the engines for the
last few hours, we decided to ride back in the
coach. The light was beginning to go as evening
was drawing near, and so we put our cameras away
and leant out of the window to sample the delights
of the gorge in the evening sunlight - it definitely
out-Rheidol's the Festiniog any day, and pales
the Aberglaslyn pass into mere insignificance.
The tall rock faces on either side dominate the
river, the railway, running mainly on white stone
enbankments occasionally crosses the gorge
daringly by means of a girder bridge, and often
plunges into short tunnels in the rock.

83.034 again - close up of the wheels and motion.
As standing at Sargan-Vitasi Station 2/7/12.
(C. M. Whitehouse)

All too soon we left the gorge and descended
into Uzice Station where we got off, very dirty
but very happy. The railway had really done us
proud and it will be a journey to remember all our
lives. Alas the days of the line are numbered, and
its fate is sealed by the new railway at present
under construction. The narrow gauge puts up a
very brave show through sparsely populated
country; it does quite well for traffic, as rates are
cheap, and many of the inhabitants cannot afford
the motor car even where there are suitable roads.
The line is being swept away, perhaps unnecessarily,
by a desire to show the World that Yugoslavia is a
modern country. Go and see one of the last real
narrow gauge strongholds in Europe before it is
too late.

83.007 (0-8-2) running past 83.034 at
Sargan Vitasi Station (situated at the
top of the spiral tunnel section) having
detached as pilot engine and turned on
the station triangle, 2/7/72.
(C. M. Whitehouse)

N.G.1.65
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WEST GERMANY

The Geilenkirchener
Kreisbahn GAUGE= 1
metre

A report from

MIKE SPELLEN

The fate of the line from Geilenkirchen to
Gillrath is still uncertain, but the lnteressengemeinschaft H istorische Schienenverkehr continues to
expand, using the 7 .2 km section from Gillrath
onwards. At the present terminus, LangbroichSchierwaldenrath, new trackwork is being laid in
connection with the preparations for erecting a
loco shed here. The old trackwork from here to
Gangelt (4km) was torn up a couple of years ago
for scrap, but the IHS has been offered the trackbed and will gradually relay this part of the line
starting with the necessary few yards to allow access
to the new loco shed.

GEILENK/RCHENER KREISBAHN, 1/5/72.
No.19
0-4-01/VT (Jung 12307 of 1956) with three ex Mittelbadische Eisenbahn coaches. Decorated for the start of
1972 timetable.
(Mike Spel/en)

The Society now possesses a considerable stud of
rolling stock including the following metre-gauge
vehicles :Steam locos.
19
ex Klockner Werke, Hagen-Haspe (900mm) regauged and in
use since 1971 for all passenger services ....
20
ex Klockner Werke, Haqen-H aspe (900mm) not yet regauged ....
4
ex Klockner Werke, Hagen-Haspe (900mm) not yet regauged.
(prev. No.21)
Steam tramway loco ex. Duren on permanent loan.
16
ex Nassauische Kleinbahn (prev. Selters-Hachenberg No.2)
to be overhauled.
Diesel vehicles.
T7
4 wheel diesel railcar ex. Mittelbadische Eisenbahn
T23 8 wheel diesel railcar ex. Sylt (prev. at Rendsburg)
L20 4 wheel diesel loco. due to arrive from Sylt. . ..

0-4-0WT (Jung 12307 of 1956)
0-4-0WT (Jung 12783 of 1956)
0-4-0WT (Jung 12784 of 1956)

0-6-0WT (Henschel 5575 of 1900)
(Built Orenstein & Koppel 1939)
(built 1956)

Other stock.
45}
54
three 4 wheel coaches ex. Mittelbadische - regular passenger train.
56
384 4 wheel covered goods van ex. Kreis Altenaer Eisenbahn, in use as Brakevan.
212 8 wheel tram trailer ex. Aachen, used for first services in 1969
103}
118
8 wheel coaches ex. Sylt, to be overhauled.
119
122
( 118 and 119 ex steam tramway, Duren)
...... and several other vehicles.
During the 1972 season trains were run on Sunday afternoons only, with three round trips, the first of
which left Gillrath at 13.30 hours. It is expected that the 1973 timetable will be similar.
The 650th anniversary of the town of Krefeld will be celebrated this Summer, and for this purpose the
steam tram loco and two coaches ex. Duren are to be put into running order and run on the metre gauge
tracks of the Krefeld trams together with the historical tram and trailer belonging to the Tramway Co.
This should certainly be worth a visit.
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VOLKS RAILWAY

TRAM DEPOT

BRIGHTON, Sussex

Gauge ... 2ft 8%in

The Vo/ks Railway is operated by the ENTERTAINMENTS & PUBLICITY DEPARTMENT of
BRIGHTON CORPORATION. The car shed is situated at "Children's Playground", mid-way along
Madeira Drive, where this somewhat unusual shot was taken - as the last tram enters the shed after
a days work the doors are quickly shut and securely bolted!

This line was opened on 4th August, 1883, as
a 2ft gauge 50 volt electric line running for about
'I,, mile along the Brighton Seafront. A small fourwheeled tramcar built by Magnus Volk initially
operated on the line, which proved so successful
that the whole railway was rebuilt in 1884 to
2ft 9in gauge and extended % mile along the
front.
It was later converted to 2ft 8'hin
and a third rail installed following current leakages
when the sea swept over the track ! In 1901 the
line was again extended bringing the total length to
1% miles, from the Aquarium, through Children's
Playground Station and sheds to Black Rock,
which is as it is to this day.

curves a bit jagged. There was very little to protect
anyone from wandering on to the seemingly harmless 3rd rail as the line runs along the top of the
beach between it and the road, with only low
fences broken by the pedestrian crossings. It was
at these crossinqs that any child could decide to
play trains and set off up the line along the 3rd
rail ! The stations too were rather delapidated.
An 'intensive' service was being operated at the
time of the visit (about 18.00 hrs) with 4 trains
in operation; 2 single car trains and 2 double car
trains. Journey time over the 1.2 mile long line
is 12 mins. with a 6 min. frequency. All trains were
heavily patronised, and probably used more as a
genuine transport service than as a tourist attraction. The fares seemed remarkably good value
for money.

In view of some conflicting reports as to present
day conditions and happenings on the line I
decided on a 'visit to the seaside' on 26/7 /72 to
find out the facts for myself . . . . . . . !

Single fares ONLY for ANY journey : 6p Adult
3p Child. (Unfortunately the tickets are torn in
half by the ticket collector!)

Very little appears to have been done to the
railway following the row between Brighton
Corporation and Kemptown Conservation Society,
(NG N 70/5). The cars do seem a bit ropey; the
'superstructures' swaying about on the frames - a
few nuts and bolts loose - the riding was not very
smooth especially with passengers sitting on the
wooden seats - one can look down through the
wooden slats and alarmingly realise that you are
sitting only a few inches away from the spinning
wheels. The trackwork was a bit bumpy and
N.G.I. 65

A £40 million contract has been awarded to
Taylor Woodrow for a huge Marina to be built
at Black Rock and this should greatly boost traffic
when completed.
Words: MICHAEL JACOB
Picture: PETE NICHOLSON
(NGN 70/5)
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THE NARROWER GAUGES
FEATURING THE 7%in - 24in MINIATURES
Pete Nicholson
A regular visitor to the end of season 'Open
Days' of the Sittingbourne & Kemsley Light
Railway (page 2) is this 9in gauge loco
ROVER SCOUT. It is run on these occasions
by its owner Sid Beacon of Grayshott Close,
Sittingbourne on a temporary track laid in the
yard at Kemsley Down. The loco was originally
an 0-4-4T, No.2 of the private Torrey Hill
Railway, Kent (hence its odd. g'auge). It was
completely rebuilt into its present form by
Mr.
Beacon in the Winter of 1957/58.
(NGN. 75/9 & 76/5).

HILTON VALLEY RAILWAY, Shropshire rzt»
gauge. Following the tragic death of Mr. M. C.
Lloyd in January it has been decided by the
family to continue operation of the railway
during the coming season-under the supervision
of his son, Mr. Dan Lloyd. No.6 the 8080
petrol loco lost much of its "N.G. character"
in its extensive rebuild of 1971, which included
installation of a new electric transmission. Seen
here approaching Hilton Station, 7/5/12.
('N.G:45, NGN.78/10).

Severn-Lamb Ltd of Stratford-upon-Avon have
developed their 2-8-0 steam outline petrol locomotives very successfully and these are proving
popular with operators.
Based on a Denver
& Rio Grande Western Railroad design, it has so
far been produced in both 10%in and 15in
gauges. Illustrated is one of a pair of such locos
now in operation on the new 15in line at the
'World
of Animals' Zoological Gardens,
Blackpool, Lanes. Powered by a 4 cylinder
Ford engine via hydraulic transmission, this
loco is in black livery with silver smokebox.
This one carries the works number 7218 of
1972. (NGN.19/7)
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COLLECTORS PIECE
ITEMS 23-27 : OBSOLETE TICKETS FROM
THE SNOWDON MOUNTAIN RAILWAY *

"These tickets are currently on offer by
the Company. Please send 15p for the
set of five. Write to Snowdon Mountain
Railway, Llanberis, Caerns (and please
mention N.G.I. in your application).

All tickets are 'Edmondson Cards' printed
by Williamson of Ashton.
All have
Conditions of Issue on the reverse.

SNOWDON MOUNTAIN RAILWAY
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23 :- Child single. (red)

24 :- Adult single. (green)
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25 :- Dog single, (pink)

MOUNTAIN RAILWAY
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26 :- Child return.
red 'R' overprint).

(blue/pink with

27 :- Adult return. (green/yellow with
blue 'R' overprint).

OUR BADGE : Sorry to 'badger' you again but stocks are dwindling - do be sure of
yours by sending 25p to RALPH MARTIN who will be pleased to send you a bronze and
green LAPEL BADGE, pin fitting, depicting the Society 'LYNTON & BARNSTAPLE'
motif
available to N.G.R.S. Members only. P.Os./Cheques to the Membership
Secretary, 27 Oakenbank Crescent, Huddersfield, Yorks, HD5 8LO.
N.G.I. 65
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N. G.

MODELLER

EDITED BY BILL STRICKLAND,

HON. MODELLING SECRETARY

VALE OF RHEIDOL No.7.

This loco has OUTSIDE FRAMES & is therefore the subject for another of my "Answers to Modellers

Queries"

tanks, bunkers and smokebox being of solid brass
3/sins thick. The plating is mostly nickel silver
·010ins - ·020ins thick and there are over 2,000
rivet heads - all where they should be ! Boiler
mountings are brass with a copper cap on the
chimney. The sand box levers are all forked with
the rods slotted in and pinned. Full cab detail
is provided.

The particular example illustrated has laminated
frame plates, the outer layer of ·015ins nickel
silver represents the prototype frame and is
sweated to a 1116ins plate; This is slotted for the
axleboxes which are sprung. The 'donkey' is
tailored to just fit inside the body using the
1 ins dia. armature and magnet from an ex-gov't
motor now fitted with ball bearings (these were
the only parts not made by yours truly). Geared
30-1, on 28 volts this engine does a scale 30 m.p.h.
with the 'wick turned right up'.
Wheels are stainless steel with tufnol centres
and the fly-cranks are pressed on to 1;8 ins axles.
The motion work is nickel silver with all rods
slotted as per prototype, the loaded pins running
in gunmetal bushes. Except for two small turned
parts the whole of the rodding is hand filed from
scratch as it is virtually impossible to hold any of
these items for machining.

The artwork for the name and number plates
was drawn half full size on white card, photographed to scale size for the negatives from which
my son photo-etched the actual plates.
Weight of model to 1/35 scale is 3112 lbs.
nearly three times the scale weight. which has.
many advantages on an outdoor railway as it gives
a good electrical pick up even on dirty track.
With her weight on sprung wheels she can give a
good prototypical performance, just hang a heavy
load on her tail and she sits down on her haunches
and pulls like a mule! . . . .
[W.A.D.S.: 4/73 J

The body has plenty of built-in ballast, the
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Correspondence Junction

ALAN BOWLER writes ....
"Behind the fire station". That's what our Swedish
friend said. Unfortunately he didn't tell us the
Finnish word for fire station * Ron Cox's attempt

(in sign language) at asking the way only drew
horrified looks from passers-by ! So Ron and I
spent about 2 hours on the 'I, mile walk between
Riihimaki Railway Station and the fire station, but
the sight of an immaculate 600mm gauge 0-6-2T
made it worthwhile! Built in Finland (Tampereen
188 of 1912) she was No.3 of the RiihimakiLopen Rautatie open in 1907 and closed in 1954.
The coach was built at Heisinger, Denmark.
Vandalism doesn't seem to be much of a problem
in Finland judging by the condition of this 'train'!
"Finnish is PALAOSEMA

N.G.I. 65
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eutt: T FOR PLEASURE ... (NGl.61/7)
Pete Nicholson has found the missing
Bagu/ey Steam Outline loco, No.3232
(1946).
It was discovered in use at
But/ins Clacton Holiday Camp, Essex
where he photographed it on 25/11/12
The search continues however - now for
3236 formerly here I

Now a request from G. E. BADDELEY ....

The above numbering does not take into
account two or more four wheeled brake/second
carriages, with two passenger compartments and a
guard's compartment (overall dimensions presumably as No. 11) which appear in very early photos
and appear to have been in use to the end. My
guess is that they were included in the original
order for ten carriages and numbered somewhere
in the 1 - 10 series. There were other brake vans,
differing in detail from No.11.

When N. R. P. Bonsor wrote his book on the
Jersey Railway, he asked me for details of the
passenger stock. Unfortunately, although I had a
holiday in Jersey as a schoolboy in about 1930
and made some notes, I was not able to give him
sufficient useful help. Bonsor had Bristol Carriage
& Wagon Co's makers photos of carriages Nos. 9,
11 and 12, a bogie saloon, brakevan and compartment car respectively.

In later years there appears to have been much
rebuilding and renumbering and in any case
numbers are not clearly visible in the latterday
livery. From 1907, the number 11 was occupied
by a fine boqie saloon car, with monitor roof,
built in their own workshops. Two more were to
be built and No. 23 appeared in 1913, similar to
11, but with a plain roof and a smal I guards
compartment at one end. Work on the other new
car was stopped by the war, and never resumed.

It has generally been assumed that Nos. 1-10
were Bristol 'Long Carriages' of 1884, i.e. bogie
saloons with open end platforms on diamond
framed bogies; nine side windows. No. 11 was a
four wheeled brake van of about the same date,
also Bristol C & W Nos. 12-15 were short bogie
carriages with only four first class compartments
and massive plate framed bogies almost meeting in
the middle. (later replaced by diamond bogies.);
built by Bristol C & Win 1887. Nos. 16 &17
appear to have been longer bogie cars with six
compartments built by Ashbury in 1897. Others
of this type may have been delivered in 1899 and
1900, but no details are known.

I do have further information, but perhaps
some of our readers cou Id answer some of my
doubts or even provide a latterdav fleet I ist, I
might then be able to prepare a summary for the
columns of N .G .I .

. . . & H. T. CAF FYNS with a picture of a horse
tram body!

Pwllheli & Llanbedrog Tramway which closed in
1929 and was rescued from a local farm by a
Councillor.
Livery is green with red window
frames, varnished doors and bulkheads, white roof
and cantrail.
[N.G.N.61/11)

This has been on display at Pwllheli, Caerns
since 1969 fol lowing restoration by Pwllheli
Corporation.
It originates from the 2ft gauge

Seen hauling small railway wagons
Porthmadog area in the 1850's

in

the

!
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& finally a couple from GRAHAM FAIRHURST ..
"RECLAIMATION
BY
LIGHT RAILWAY"!

THE

WEST

LANCS

These amazing ( if somewhat indistinct) pictures
were taken as A LICE ( H unslet 780 of 1902)
- the 0-4-0ST considered completely un-retrievable
by most - was being lowered (on a flag wagon)
down one of the derelict inclines, high up on the
notorious 'Dinorwic Mountain' during the Summer
of 1972. On reaching civiiisation at the bottom
it was quickly whisked away to Hesketh Bank duly
arriving on 23rd November.
[N.G.I. 59/2; N.G.N.82/9]

NGRS Publications.
'The Narrow Gauge'

Back numbers available from stock :- 44 - 51 - 52 - 53 - 55 - 56 - 57 -

58, all at 25p each.
For those unlucky people who missed the first issues of our new
Magazine :- N .G .I. No.62, No.63 and No.64 (only) are available at 30p per copy (Supplies very
limited, so first come - first served!)
[Nos.59/60/61 now out of print]

The Narrdvv Gauge-Illustrated'

Binding Service.

Binders are currently in stock for 'Narrow Gauge News' price 48p., and "EASIBINDERS" for
If you require one (or two !) Please send
50p. deposit NOW to Ron Cox
.
'The Narrow Gauge-Illustrated' will be available soon.

N.G.I. 65
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ADVERTISING is essential to offset the cost of quality Magazine production.
MEMBERS.
Stock etc.
Gauge I

At only 1p per word you can advertise absolutely anything - from complete Locos, Rolling
to Plates, Books, Photos, Slides, Tickets etc .. etc. Narrow Gauge, Standard Gauge, even Broad
[Estimated readership : 2,500, increasing ]

RATES:
CLASSIFIED COLUMNS
nlSPLAY PANELS
MEMBERS PRIVATE ADS:1p per word
Y, Page £9
Y. Page £4
NON-MEMBERS & TRADE :2p per word
Y, Page £10
Y. Page £5
(Minimum 10 words-Box No's: 10p extra) [Artwork should be submitted by the Advertiser]
DISPLAY PANELS ARE RESTRICTED TO THOSE OF RAILWAY OR RELATED INTEREST.
*Special arrangements can also be made for a full page display (£10) and for inserted loose leaflets to be
distributed with the Magazine (£10 per 1,000)
CHEQUES/P,O'setc, PLEASE MAKE PAYABLE TO "N.G.R.S."
SEND TO:(ADVERTISING DEPT.) 193 Main Road, Longfield, Kent.
Closing date for' Autumn 1973' issue (due out September) 22nd July
PLEASE MENTION 'N.G.I.' WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISERS
Wanted :
LEEK & MANIFOLD VALLEY L.R.
("Manifold"), TRALEE & DI NG LE LT. R LY (Whitehouse
/Powell).
Very good prices will be paid for these
publications. Box No.6502.

*We will always be pleased to consider a 'free plug'
for advertiser's material by publication of suitable
photos, drawings, etc. on any aspect relating to
N.G. railways.

Bargain priced railway items, surplus to requirements,
new items, unused on layout - most in original packing.
e.g. :
Farish private owners wagons and vans 40p,
Company wagons 30p. Also lineside items, buildings,
locos, kits, plasticard, books from Ian Allan, David &
Charles, Argo records etc. 'N' gauge and '00', S.A.E.
for complete lists.
Watkins, 26 Wilton Crescent,
Wimbledon, London S.W.19.

FOR SALE N.G.N. 52-55/62/65/67-82.
N.G. MAGAZINE 50-58,
N.G.I. 61-64.
Offers - Green, 201 Wilmslow Road,
Manchester M14 5AQ.
CORRIS items always wanted, anything considered
especially photographs, old plans, building drawings etc.
Also models 7mm scale or larger, 4mm considered.
John Watkins, 26 Wilton Crescent, Wimbledon, London
S.W.19.

STEAM PRESERVATIONISTS! !
WANTED :
One Barclay and one Bagnall N.G. loco
CHIMNEYS. FOR SALE/EXCHANGE one Kerr Stuart
CHIMNEY.
Details/prices to R. P. Morris, 193 Main
Road, Longfield,Kent.

FREE ! :
17 BRITISH RAILWAYS and LONDON
TRANSPORT Magazines 1961/63 - just P. & P.
requested - Bennet, 23 St. Peters Close, I lford, Essex.

WANTED : "NARROW GAUGE" Magazines No's 3542/45; N.G.I. 59/60; N.G.N. 1-49 inclusive. Name your
price. Michael Jacob, 77 Parkhill Road, Bexley, Kent.
DA5 1JB.

SALE! MAGAZINES - Over 200 RAILWAY WORLD.
RAILWAY
MAGAZINE, TRAINS
ILLUSTRATED,
MODEL RAILWAY CONSTRUCTOR etc. 1955 onwards;
£5. TICKETS - B.R., L.M.S., L.N.E.R., Derwent Valley,
Wales, l.o.M., France, Austria, Greece, Spain, Portugal.
Approx 600 including many N.G.;
£7 will haggle I
33 Kirby Road, Newthorpe, Eastwood, Nottingham.

N.G.R.S. PUBLICATIONS. . . . . . . . WANTED: 'N.G.'
Magazines (No.36 and prior), N.G. NEWS Nos. 1-22,
25 & 32. State your price I I
17 Crosslands Road,
West Ewell, Epsom, Surrey. Tel 01-393 9520.
Wanted Always :- TICKETS, DOCUMENTS ETC, from
'The Old Companies' - Closed British & Irish especially any items considered (N.G. ONLY and NOT Overseas)
Good prices paid for rare items. Rich Morris, 193 Main
Road, Longfield, Kent.

Wanted :
ISLE OF MAN STEAM RAILWAY NEWS
numbers 1-4/7-12. Name your price. Brian Roberts,
50 Brock Street, Macclesfield, Cheshire.
Return to Steam with our KODACHROME duplicate
slides.
Lineside action from 1971/2 steam railtours.
Sample slide and list; 15p from JEBSTEAM, 10 Downs
View, lsleworth, Middlesex.

Locomotive Nameplates, Worksplates, Numberplates,
Wanted.
Cash or Exchange.
Doyle, 227 Kingsway,
Manchester, M19 2WB. 061-224 4602.

FOR SALE :
National diesel engine from 'Planet'
locomotive, cheap to clear. WANTED 'Planet' axle box,
also 'Planet' or similar buffer blocks and springs.
GOOD REWARDS offered for information leading to
return of Hunslet makers plate No.409 lost from
VELINHELI when at Dinorwic, also A.A.Lister plates
from bogie wagons at Norden Clay Mines, Corfe Castle.
Evans Engineering, Trecarrell Mill, Trebullett, Launceston,
Cornwall.

I.R.S. INDUSTRIAL POCKET BOOKS WANTED :
(S.E. England) and 'F' (N. Wales). Box No. 6505.

'C'

WANTED :
2 BINDERS for old-style "NARROW
GAUGE" Magazines - Pete Nicholson, 17 Crosslands
Road, West Ewell, Epsom, Surrey.
STILL AVAILABLE:
The 'N.G. NEWS' Index,
covering issues from 1957 to June 1972 (No.77)
can be yours, 25p plus postage - 5p British
Isles, (Overseas postage on quotation) : Pete
Briddon, 30 Avenue South, Surbiton, Surrey,
KT5 8PJ.

WANTED :
Information and/or Photographs, buy or
borrow, of HUNSLET 4-wheel diesel No.2024 at Trevor
Quarry (Penmaenmawr & Welsh Granite No.9) or when at
Forestry Commission, Newcastleton, Roxburghs. (2024
now preserved). Michael Jacob, 77 Parkhill Road, Bexley,
Kent. DA5 1JB.
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New
.
"NARROW GAUGE RAILWAYS
IN SOUTH CAERNARVONSHIRE"
by J. I. C. Boyd.
This long-awaited volume throws much fresh light
on the history of the narrow gauge railways in
the South of Snowdonla.
The WHR and iu
predecesor. the Nonh Wales Narrow Gauge and
PB&SS are described and illustrated In greater
detail than aver before. together with other lines
in the area. £5.00, post 20p.
Still 8Yailable in this series : "The Festiniog
Aailway"(Vol.1) £2.25, post roe. (Vol.21 £2.25,
post 10p; "Narrow Gauge Railways in Mid·Wales"
£3.76 post 20p

"Pier R1ilwllys" by K. Turner : all British
pier railways described nnd illustrated.
75p. post 5p.

Help us to restore ...

"Brookes' Industrial Rail-ys" by S. A.
Leleux : history, maps, and photos of
the various industrial lines in the
Brookes' group.
75p, post Sp.

'THE DOLL'
(0·6-0T, Barclay 1641, built 1919) The Leighton
Buzzard Narrow Gauge Railway Society has undertaken the purchase and restoration of the above
locomotive - and work has already begun. The
total cost is expected to exceed £ 1500.

Other Titles include :
The Jonoy Allilwrt (J. A. & T.), 90p, post 7p.
The Glyn Volley Tramw.y, 90p, post 7r
The""'Aollwey,(1.20, post 7p.
The L- & Bollybunion Ralhny, 6 ,, post 4p.
The Romn.y, Hythe & Dymchun:h A•II 1 :, 50p, post 3p.
The A,-ui- & Elkdlllo Railway, 60p,;,ost 3p.
The Campboltown & Machrihanilh Raltw.y, 75p, post 5p.
Thi Dufrield Bank & Eaton Railways, £1.50, post Sp.
Thi Leighton Buuard Light Aoilway, 90p, post 5p.
Miniature Rail-ys, Vol.1-15" gauge, £2.00, post !Op.

Please help us to return this unusual narrow gauge
steam locomotive to active service by sending a
donation to :
Mike Sheehan, 20 Beranburh Field, Overtown,
Wroughton, Swindon, Wilts.

THE OAKWOOD PRESS. Tandridge Lane,
Lingfield. Surrey.

Bed 8'Btt,akfast
at ...

GLAN-Y-BAI~A
LLANBERIS
CAERNARVONSHIRE.
MAS. J.M. HIUS
l.J..ANIEIUS SSS

(N.G.I. R~ I

ON REQUEST.
OPEN ALL VEAR.

:...cOCHURE

EVENING MEAL.

OPPOSITE TO SNOWDON MOUNTAIN RAILWAY. (Above)
ADJACENT TO LLANBERIS LAKE RAILWAY.
18 STEAM AND 9 DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES SHEDDED WITHIN% MILE !

N.G.I. 65
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LIGHT RAILWAY MATERIAL AND CONTRACTORS PLANT

,.;: i< -

M. E.
ENGINEERING
LIMITED

457 Finchley Road, London, N.W.3.

-----~

Telephone: 01-435 7481, 7482, 7483.
Telegrams : Mengilim, London, NW3.
Directors:

V.G.B. Atwater, T.G. Boddy.

WORKS: Edgware Rd., (Opposite Humber Rd.,) Cricklewood N.W.2.

FOR ALL LIGHT RAILWAY MATERIAL
- 10%" to 3'6" gauge
We manufacture turnouts, turntables, bogies, tipping wagons and all types of rolling stock.
Stockists of New and S/H rail, track and fittings, sleepers, fishplates, clips and clip bolts,
fishbolts, dogspikes etc
.
Layouts designed or made to customers' requirements. S/H Locos of various H.P. for sale or hire.
Established

35 years.

IIOCDAM
BROCKHAM
MUSEUM .....

MUSIUM
ASSDCJITIDI

2 miles from Darking North Station, along the A25
Darking to Reigate Road. The site is on the left of the
main road about 150yds past the sign to Brockham
Village; it is about the same distance beyond the
Barley Mow Hotel coming from Reigate.
A large collection of industrial narrow gauge railway
relics.
Open days are held on the third Sunday in each
month from April until the end of September (also
third Sunday in November, January and March weather permitting). when trains will be running from
11.00 to 17 .30hrs Visitors are also welcome on working party days which are held each Saturday and
Sunday throughout the year.
Club visits to the
Museum are welcome but Secretaries should write
well in advance of the day they wish to come, so that
trips along the line can be arranged.
Published tour times I y•• - 5-1:embef,
December, M1rch Ind June. Send 11p for
curren1 inue or 80p for I
IUbleription
(September to MW only).

For further details write to the Exhibition Secretary,
J. R. Fennell, 131 Harbut Road, Battersea, London,
SW11 2RD.

y..,·,

8. A. Se1too. 9 Wntllndl Awenus.
Huntercombe. SIQU\tl, 8udt1.
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Rail Mail SuP-erlatives
PRESENT:- A TRIBUTE TO 509 A SUPERB 22in. x 13in. 1 :20 SCALE DRAWING OF
DECAUVILLE 0-4-0T No. 509.
- 45p EACH -

- THE 509 PACK INCLUDING THE ABOVE DRAWING PLUS THREE 8%in x 6%in TOP QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS.
ALL FOUR ITEMS £1.00 POST FREE.
SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDE:£1 . 80
£2. 95
£3. 95
48p

SOUTH AMERICAN STEAM
WORLD OF SOUTH AMERICAN STEAM
(1973 Follow up to S.A.S.) Hard Cover Edition
R.H. LEITHEAD'S 1973 STOCKBOOK

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE POST FREE. - TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
RAIL MAIL SUPERLATIVES
33 KIRBY ROAD, NEWTHORPE, EASTWOOD, NOTTS.

Ta tu nun lailmau
The Talyllyn Railway is tackling three major projects at one time. They cost a lot, both in
terms of money and physical effort. We need your help now just as much as we did over
21 years ago when we first started running the railway. The three big projects are, 1) Nant
Gwernol Extension, 2) New carriage shed at Pendre and, 3) our new steam locomotive
'Irish Pete'

Talyllyn Railway, Wharf Station, Tywyn
(Towyn), Merioneth, N. Wales. Phone :
0654 710472

'ONE OF THE GREAT

LITTLE TRAINS
'or WALES'.
N.G.I. 65
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for really expert attention

Camera specialist for 40 years

.

63/65 REGENT STREET
LEAMINGTON SPA
Tel. 24076

BRIAN

GOODCHILD

"WYCHWOOD 7%in GAUGE RAILWAY"

NOW

AVAILABLE

7JG. ex-Beira Rly.
Steam loco

LO.A

9ft.

Width

24"

Height

35"

Send lOp in

stamps for

full details.

MINIMUM GAUGE RAILWAYS
P.O. Box 22,
HINCKLEYI LEICS. I
LElO 2BG
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UNION
PUBLICATIONS
UNION t'UIRl(..;A I IUNS
Irish Industrial & Contractors Locomotives
(58 pages including 17 Illustrations) - 30p.
Swedish State, Narrow Gauge Locomotives
15p.

HOLLYCOMBE STEAM FAIR
AND RAILWAY
l.iphook, Hants. 1% miles, A3

Swedish Private Railways
(Steam loco lists) Part 1 - £2.40.

2ft gauge steam railway, running through
woodland scenery to spectacular view and
quarry. Journey approx. 1 mile.

Orders and lists of our other publications :56 Gurdon Road, LONDON, S.E.7
(Postal only)

Steam Roundabout, Yacht, Razzle Dazzle, etc.
Open Sundays and Bank Holidays.
Easter to mid-October, 14.00 - 18.00 hrs.

MIDSUMMER MADNESS!
Our 'Summer Sale' brings you transparencies,
postcards and key-fobs at BIG, BIG savings.
The entire range of goods is offered at
reduced prices, and 15p will bring you a full
catalogue, sample slide and card.

BICTON WOODLAND
RAILWAY
Set in the beautiful grounds of BICTON
GARDENS; EAST BUDLEIGH,

WYRE-WHEELS (Dept 1), 11a Fylde Court,
The Esplanade, KNOTT-ENO-ON-SEA,
Lanes.

Open daily Easter to Mid-October

who require quantity duplicating of colour
or black & white transparencies for their
sales shops and rally stands are invited to
contact our Trade-Sales Department for
details of our inexpensive quality duplicating
service. We are pleased to quote for large or
small orders and we also offer Trade Terms
on our own range of Railway, Traction
Engine, Road Transport, & Holiday View
transparencies. Write now to :

The full story is contained in the 2nd edition
of THE B!CTON WOODLAND RAILWAY,
price 14p post free

Copies may be ordered from : The Agent,
Rolle Estate Office, East Budleigh

\VYRE-WIIEELS

Full particulars may also be obtained of the
Gardens and Countryside Museum,
Containing an 1894 Traction Engine,
Old Tractors, Farm Waggons, etc.

(Dept 2), 1 la Fylde Court, The Esplanade,
KNOTT-END-ON-SEA, Lanes.

N.G.I. 65
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In addition to this Magazine, Members receive our specialist News Journal

.

Edited by Ivan Stephenson and including material compiled by the Hon. Records Officer, Pete Nicholson,
Accuracy is the envied reputation of 'NGN' - A fact today's writers of literature on N.G. railways cannot ignore!
Our Members read the facts ! - and read them Fl RST in 'NGN'; always ahead, with news direct from our
roving reporters - 'in the field'.

(Per,,

Lister 42494, FISONS 1. TD

Briddon)

Whenever there is news from the PEAT LINES OF SOMERSET you will always find it first in N.G.N

.

"The recognised news centre of N.G. railways" - regularly published the first week in February, April, June,
August, October and December.
Each issue has at least 18 pages, crammed with news from a World of
'great little trains'.

THE RECORDS DEPARTMENT . . . . . exists to supply Members with information and to accept
news from Members for 'feeding' to both N.G.I. and N.G.N. editors. It is vital that these records
(and thus Society publications) be kept right up to date. This is wholly dependent on Members
incoming reports, so please do not leave it to'the other chap' and never assume 'we know already'
- we would rather hear six times than not at all !
Free NEWS REPORT FORMS are always available from the H.R.0. on receipt of a foolscap S.A.E.
These pro-formas are specially designed to assist both Members and Society officers - does away with
the need for letter writing when you want to send us some news quickly ... or ... perhaps you
simply do not like writing at all !? If so, the H.R.0. will be pleased to accept ANY news by
telephone. You can now ring the'NEWS-DESK HOTLINE'01-393 9520 any evening 19.00
22 .OOh rs (ask for Pete). Make a note of his number now !
"Let us ALL share YOUR news and views"
There are still gaps in the N.G.R.S. LIBRARY shelves - perhaps you can help to fill some of them?
Hundreds upon hundreds of files, books, drawings, photos etc, have been maintained for the benefit
of us all by our Librarian Peter Lee - since the earliest days of the Society. Peter is dependent on
Members regularly sending in relevant published works-books, newspaper cuttings, Society magazines
etc, etc, (photostat copies are just as acceptable if you wish to retain originals!). In order to keep this
unique collection as complete and up to date as possible ABSOLUTELY ANY REFERENCE
WHATSOEVER to N.G. should be included, so that future authors and researchers need look no
further for published information on narrow gauge subjects.
A reminder that all items in the Library are available on loan - to Members only - for a period
of one month. Outward payment, plus a small packing charge, to be paid when returning the parcel.
HON. LIBRARIAN :

Peter Lee, The Sycamores, Golcar, Nr. Huddersfield, Yorks. HD7 4AJ.
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N.G. I. Grand Annual
Photographic Competition
As we go to press we have over 200 entries on hand for the 1972/73
Competition. This is very encouraging and we are pleased that the Competition
has again proved so worthwhile and resulted in a further stock of photographic
material becoming available for future issues of N .G .I. and for the Library.
A very big "THANK YOU" to all contestants and contributors - your interest and co-operation is
very much appreciated.
RESULTS OF THE 1972n3 ·COMPETITION WILL BE PUBLISHED IN OUR NEXT ISSUE.
BEST WISHES AND CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS ! !

1973-74 COMPETITION
BLACK & WHITE & *COLOUR SECTIONS
All entries submitted must be : Black & White Glossy Prints (ideally of at least postcard size and
fully captioned on the reverse) or "Colour Transparencies [slides] (accompanied with full captions
and S.A.E. for their return). All entries will be subject to inclusion in "N.G.1." at any time following
declaration of the Competition results "Colour Transparencies will be promptly returned to the
sender but Black & White prints will be retained for inclusion in the Society's Photographic Library
unless their return is specifically requested.
Categories open to entries *
- British or Overseas * A) Scene depicting N .G. Steam
- Current or Historical *B) Scene depicting N.G. 1/C (Diesel, petrol, etc ... )
- In use, out of use, or even derelict!
*C) Scene depicting N.G. Electric (inc N.G. Tramcars.) Black & White:- No limit on No. of entries
D) Scene depicting an item of N.G. Rolling Stock.
*Colour: - Limited to 2 entries per category
E) Scene depicting a 'permanent fixture' of N.G. interest. Building Trackwork Signalling, etc ...
(All pictures must have been taken personally by the Member submitting the entries)
We would particularly like to hear from any Member, Group, Society or Company willing to
sponsor any prizes for the above categories.
Judging will be a highlight of the 23rd Society A.G.M. to be held in May 1974. Winning entries
will be selected by those Members present, and the presentation of prizes will be by a well known
N.G. personality - by invitation.
Competition Organiser :
MICHAEL JACOB, 77 PARKHILL ROAD, BEXLEY, KENT, DA5 1JB

"KNOW YOUR
KNARROW GAUGE"
"K.Y.K.G." N.G.I. 64 The Answer:

Half of Britains only surviving N.G. Sentinel; No.1701 NUTTY ex London
Brick Co. Ltd. Cab and covers removed shortly after rebuilding by the Welshpool
& Llanfair Light Railway. It is now in store at Tywyn pending future display
by the Narrow Gauge Railway Museum Trust.
(W. J. Milner)

FOR YOUR AMUSEMENT
AND EDUCATION
.

"K.Y.K.G." N.G.I. 65
Which Railway ? •
(Answer next time)

N.G.I. 65
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SOCIETY SALES LINES
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"THE MANIFOLD VALLEY AND ITS LIGHT RAILWAY"

(Acknowledgments to British Railways - London Midland
Region; Public Relations & Publicity Officer.)

,\ A DELIGHTFUL NEW VOLUME ON THIS FAVOURITE
GAUGE LINE."

NARROW

ORDER NOW AT 80p PER COPY FROM :N.G.R.S. Hon. Publications Officer; Ron Cox, 11 Frederick Road, Stapleford, Notts. NG97FT.
Stop press items just available ! :Cooks Continental Timetable, Centenary Edition
The Locomotives of Yugoslavia, Volume 1.,
World of South American Steam,

N.G.I. 65

Hard cover -

£3 . 95

Soft cover -

£1 .00
£3. 00
£2 . 95

FOR ALL LIGHT RAILWAY EQUIPMENT
FOR PLEASURE

FOR BUSINESS

Huns/et Locomotive No.2207 and Carriage at Cotswold Light
Railways, South Cerney, Glos.

Locomotives

*New 0-4-0 steam locomotives, weight 3Y2 tons, 6ins x 9ins cylinders suitable
for running on 2Dlbs/yd rail with 50ft radius curves; saddle, side tanks, or
tender, 60cm or 2ft gauge, American outline etc. Prices from £5,500.
Further details on request.
A selection of industrial diesels held in stock, usually something immediately
available.
Diesel locomotive overhauls and contract maintenance a speciality.

Track

Secondhand rail and Jubilee track, turnouts etc.
New paintwork in all gauges made to order.

Rolling Stock

Tip wagons, bogies and wheel sets etc.
*New 2ft. gauge bogie carriages to seat 24. Prices from£ 1,200.

RIDE WHERE TRAVEL IS FREE OF CHARGE !Cotswold Light Railways, South Cerney, Nr. Cirencester, Glos.

ALAN M. KEEF
COTE,

BAMPTON,

OXFORD

Tel : Bampton Castle 260
S.T.D. 099-385

Evenings before 8.00 p.m. please.

The NARROW GAUGE RAILWAY SOCIETY N.G.I. 65 (Summer 1973)
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Supplementary Drawing Sheet No. 7b
(Courtesy: JOHN TOWNSEND)
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Supplementary Drawing Sheet No. 7a
(Courtesy:

MERVYN JELLEY)
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IL Il lf IHJ lUANDAN SlrA lf[[ rRAilILWAY
Gauge 2'· S'/2". Cylinders (2) 173/4'.'

><

173/4'.' Diameter- of driving

wheels

2·-11~2". Workin3
pre.ssure
200 lbs. Firebox 70sq,.~- Gr-ate area 19·4
59,: ft. Fuel capacity 5 tons. The locomo-tive is equipped for- coal orwood firin,g. Water capacity 388 cv. ft. Tender wheels 2'-4'/2" diameter->
Total wei_ght in wor k.in q order 58 tom; 2 cwts. Tractive effort 264<o0 lbs
This clrowin9 is based on informotion in the 195S Skoda ca-talo9ue--J

provlde d \>Y

@

n

n n

Ron Cox.
J_t.t. i

Da-te, Sept: 21at. 1972
Charloi+e N.c.
u.&.A,

Feet
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Drawn ~ J. M. Jelly.

